Easy origami jumping frog!
A wonderfully fun activity that everyone can take part in. Get your friends round, get folding and have a race! You could even decorate them with go faster stripes!

1. Take an A4 piece of paper and fold the top corners down.
2. Turn the sheet of paper over and fold the top part of the paper down through the middle of your cross.
3. Turn the paper over again and flatten the folds as shown in the picture to make a triangular flap.
4. Fold the bottom corners of the triangle upwards as pictured.
5. Fold the sides in to the centre.
6. Fold the bottom corners up to make the back legs.
7. Fold in half bringing the bottom to the top leaving the nose and front legs poking out of the top.
8. Fold the top flap back to reveal the feet. Pop it the right way up and you’re ready to go!

Your finished frog!
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